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PRELIMS AND APPEI{DICES
Ron Abbey ol'rlre NSW Guild of Craft Bookbinders and aformer editor of Morocco Bound, has submitted the results
of his research into the coffect representation and setting out of the various componeil parts of the pinted matter in a
book. Although the setting out of these does seem to vary among maryt published bool<s, there does not appear to be any
definitive listing in the the vaious bibliographical texts on this subject. Ron's research not only provides a most useful
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ONG AGO, themachine productionofbooks forced
costs and prices far below ths5s 6f hand-made ones.
But the "hardbacks" or cloth-bound editions of

today now appear to be built to last for one or two readi:rgs
at best. The amount of design and the value of materials
that go into the modem book are ridiculously low and
quality is shoddy. Although a few small houses publish
attractively designed and produced books, most of the
Iarge ones seem to have abandoned quality and durability.
So far as the hand-made book is concerned, who is willing
to pay one or two hundred dollars for an atffactive, durable
and strong cover after thirty or forty dollars have already
been spent on the contents? Even in France, their once-
entrenched system ofcoveri:rg books after they are purch-
ased unbound ftom the bookseller, hes almost died.

The work ofthe craft bmkbinder heq s16 yyiil become much

more concerned with repair, restoration and conservation.
Booksellers will always offer a certain amount ofwork re-
casing literary classics into "Gift Editions" but even so,
they only brilg them in the occasional hundred dollars or
so, and that is top retul. The more restoration aad repair
work that we do, the more we learn that the binders of the
last century often cut edges heqtily; rounded and backed
but did:r't always line the back or even glue it; they used
cheap board and endpapers; tipped-in absorbent, marbled
endpapers that quickly disintegrated and generaily, cut
materials, time and labour. All of which now provides us
with most of our iacome.

The volume, I refer to, was beaten up almost beyond recog-
nition, and I so told the owner - an old friend. Warer had
almost destroyed the leather covering, the contents
(especially the first and last siglatures) were in tatters. A
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professional restoration would have taken, quite apart
from leaf and illustration washing and drying, some 20
hours, and for a full leather cover with gilding plus a new
slipcase, another 5 hours. An amateur would take t'wice
that time. But the professional's hourly rate, in Sydney, is
now $50 - $60.

Silce everything about this volume, which was the second
of an 1826 set of two volumes, required repair, costs had
to be severely borae in mind. But costs must always be
borne in mind unless the project is a labour of love for a
very dear and very old friend. The failure of the original
binder to line the back (laced into strawboards) resulted in
the leather covering severely chafing the outer folds of
every section. Re-sewrng (il butcher's twine!?) would
have meant guarding almost half of the book as well; the
owner was moving to Bundaberg in Queensland in tbree
weeks time; in fine condition the book wouid sell for, say
5900 at auction: the real cost of completely re-sewing,
guarding etc, would pnce the job far beyond tle owner's
expectations and could only be completed in time by
cancelling all other jobs.

As a bookseller for over thirty years, I have made the pnce
ofa book, and the reasons for recovering and repair abso-
lutely clear to the customer before a finger is laid on it.
This is a firm principle of mine and I strongly recommend
it to all. But even by pulling the book zufficiently to
basically repair and conserve, within cost limits which the
ownsr agreeo to, resulted in all of the engravings, pr6lims
and appendices and so on being removed, washed, restored,
cleaned, dried and pressed.

My bindery, within a few days, looked like a chi:rese
laundry. Before replacing the prelims and the unusually
large number of appendices and the index, i took the pre-
caution of consultiag a famous manual of bibliography to
ensure that the prelims were tipped in properly and that
everything ended up irr the right order. I went further; I
consulted my Tech notes and then another textbook a:rd
then another. In dl, I referred to eleven authorities as well
as the better and more comprehensivg linding aad design
641rrels. All ofthe latter, (save one), were ofleast use. As
for the bibliography texts, they were written by librarians
who bzd nevermade up a volume for binding in their lives
and, certainly, never sold one. They vaned in their order
of entry as well as in their emphasis upon certain prelims
importance and placing some over others: confusing to
say the least.

tn books published and bound before the end of the I 9th
cenhry, prelims were always tipped in, as well as the
plates. after the 6pin text had been printed and bound. In
most cases, this extra material was delivered straightway
to the binder (with pages which clearly described the
proper positions of the exfra leaves). His sewers, using
fingers (not brushes) and paste, would 'tipi-n' the 'extras'
speedily, adroitly and accurately.

N.B. The trades of pnnting, bookbinding and bookselling
always stood higher in the social scale than most others.
The reason was simple: they all needed a high level of lit-
eracy and literacy was the vital factor rn proof of gentility.
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Therefore, providing the prelims and the engravings were
relatively few, errors rarely occured.

With my volume, and I have seen many others, the order
varied: sometimes, botanical illustrations became
hopelessly mixed up. Mark you, errors have occurred i:r
far greater magnitude since the introductiou of machine
and computer-controlled book production: it is notrurusuel
to learn of entire editions being "withdrawn" due to crass
errors and faults.

Here is my filal list of PRELIMS, for binders who require
a definitive listing, drawn from an extensive library of
bibliography texts, pnnttng manuals, dictionanes and
other authorities. This may not be a " first" , but my research
suggests that no-one eise has ever conduct ed a c o mp arativ e
study.

1. ENDPAPERS
Rarely included in lists of prelims they, nonetheless, do
come fust. They are often printed today, or illustated by
printed designs, family trees, maps, etc. Like illustrations,
they were sometimes produced elsewhere and delivered
direct from the engraver to the bookbinder. Otherwise,
endpapers consisted of the fust and last blanks of the text.

2. HALF-TITLE (Sometimes referred to as the
Bastard Title)
it was common practice from very early times to protect a
text by leavrng the first leaf, or leaves, blank. Mildew and
foxing were common enemies of the fust codex: water,
damp and foxing stains may penetrate entire sections.

The fust recto (right-hrnd page) 'blank'after the end-paper
was sometimes given a short title so that the unbound
textblock might be easier identified wrthout the need for
inky hands to pick up a copy and riffle the pages. The
TITLE was, only too often, several lines long with sub-
titles ad infidtum e.g. "Ephemeral, Occasional and
Random Thoughts of a Pecuniaily Yet Chistian and
Otherwise Jolly Good Chap" on the TITLE-PAGE would
be abbreviated to "Random Thoughts" on the HALF-
TITLE; and tbat's all, folks.

For those interested in printing and establishing the dates
ofissue ofbooks, especially ofrare and valuable volumes,
it is usefirl to understand that the prelims were almost
always ippedinto the first and all subsequent issues of the
fust impression. Reprints usually rncluded them all in the
printing ofthe next textblock at the printers. If later faults
or errors were detected, the printers would insert, usually
unpasted, a CORRIGENDA or ERRATA SLIP among the
prelims.

Sometimes, when errors were detected early enough, a
blank page, sometime at the front but, more likely in the
back, would be ux,d, afterthe APPENDICES. This may be

includedinthe first issue but is more likelyin the second i.e.
after the book has been reviewed by critics and joumalists.

3. HALF-TITLE VERSO
Thrs is a new prelim. It now lists the auttror's previously
published works. It is not a complete bibliography since
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titles published by another bookseller or publisher or in
another language may be omitted. However, authors
professional enough to employ business agents usually
engineer a'deal' whereby every book they have had
published by anyone anywhere is rncluded on this HALF-
TITLE VERSO (left hand page).

In 19th century books, this page sometimes bore the
printer's imprint, colophon or emblem. School texts often
used this side to list other titles in a series; this custom is
commonly observed by European pnnters. Sometimes
this page has been called the ADVERTISEMENTS.

NTMERATION OF PRELIMS
Since they were the last sheets printed, afterthe pein text
had been pagurated from page one, it was necessary to
number the PRELIMS with Roman numerals. Thus a
lengthy INTRODUCTION couldmake the PRELIMS cxv
pp long yet the body ofthe text consist of only 95 pp, while
the APPENDICES occupy a further 50 pp and
ADVERTISEMENTS a firther 30 r'nnumbered pp.

4, FRONTISPIECE
Once used to depict the author, his home or his favourite
horse, this particular vanity has lspssd. It is still occasion-
ally used in illustrated works or coffee-table books. Since,
by nature, it is out ofcontext, it explains little, so random
pictures of the reigning monarch or landscapes were/are
placed there. It faces the TITLE-PAGE.

5. TITLE.PAGE
They have been known srnce AD 800. They became
consistent after the Gennans re-introduced them in the late
1400's. A scholarly (illustrated) monograph could be
written about the TITLE-PAGE. It cont^ins more inform-
ation about the book and its production team than anything
else in or out of the book. Many contained fine artwork.

it is best to state what the ITLE-PAGE should bear:

The book's full and complete title as well as sub-titles,
and descnption of the contents (always on a recto);

The author's name and, in the case of learned or similar
works, the author's credentials, qualifications and
precise academic status i.e. "OxfordUniversity" is not
enough - the author's rar:k and college must be clearly
given. After all, he may be on the slsaning staff there.
Other sigmficantworks may be mentionedhere butnot
in the form of advernsing.

Collaborators names and qualifications (less so in their
case) must be presented i.e. illustrators, translators,
research assistants (they would be veryhtcky), editors,
introducers, orland annotators. Some indexes are
produced so well tbat the professionals who do them
should get a mention, but they do not.

For a while, the EDITION and its number, or the im-
pression, was pnntedhere but, today, the verso provides,
or shouldprovide, all of the bibliographical information
inslgdin g the printers/binders identities.
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From a legal view, the name (and u:rless very well-known)
ad&ess, but certainly the city of origin of the publisher
must be printed somewhere in the book and this page is the
most suitable. Legally, the act of publishing descnbes the
distribution ofthe written word. Hence, booksellers are as

legally bound, in matters of libel, sedition, plagiansm,
blasphemy or copynght, as the printer and/or publisher. In
shcrt, we are perfectly free to write anyhtng thet vss wish to
mytrmeand ayplace. Dstnb,'ting that writing may be acrime.

Some publishers decorate the page with their symbol/
device/colophon. Originally, the COLOPHON was the
prilter's device and was the sign which hung outside his
shop. But it was usurped by the publisher and may now be
fou:rd on the title-page. Onginally, its home formed the
last printed page in the text and was the printer's
advertisement as well as his legal obligation. For centuries
it has been illegal to publish or distribute a written work
without the printer's name somewhere in the PRELIMS or
the APPENDICES.

ln the late 16th and lTth centunes, the TITLE-PAGE often
bore additions such as: "This work is A Very Pleasant
Comedy of Manners", or "This Exquisite Poem, in 154
verses, is Intermixed with Many Vaieties of Mirthful
Merriments for Which the Author is Famous? Nay,
Notoious!" Somewhere amidst all of that might be found
the author's narne or the common subterfuge e.g. by the
Author of Emmeline's Disaster.

Many antiquarians omit to give the title-page the close
study that it warrants. The flowery descnption of ancient
texts often indicated an earlier edition in so far as references
were made (by the publisher, rarely the author), to
"corrections of', "amendments to", earlierissues oreditions.
After the Restoration, title-pages attained more sobriety
so, now, almost all publishing data is confined to its verso.

6. BIBLIOGRAPHICAL DATA
The bibliophiie, librarian, academic, collector or deaier,
all regard this page to be the most important of all. It is
usually the verso of the title-page. It is nor a bibliography.
It defines the book's publishing ongin and history. It
describes the impression, revisions and (we hope) the
corrections. Itneverdescribes the issue. This fact is vital
to antiquarians. The FIRST ISSUE of 100 copies bound up
may have i-ucluded certarn illustrations which were omitted
s1 shenged forthe second issue of300 copies from the first
printing. The cloth covering may have been changed
several times in subsequent issues. The title-page may
have been ghenged e.g. R L Stevenson's sequel to his
popular.Kidn appedwas origina|!y sa1itled Dqvid Balfour
and was so published in the USA. The English edition was
entitled Catriona and had never sold very well. For some
peculiar motive, David Balforr still sells in America. But
whatever it is called, it will never capture the place in our
hearts filled by Kidnapped.

Formany yeas, the counuy of origin has bad to be pmted in dl
books entering the USA Most publishers mmply on this page.

Sometimes fte bmder is named (axd addresse$ here but,
regretably, nct aluays. Occasionally, the brand ofpaper and tbe
typefac€ employed are described here cr cn tbe back colcphcn
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page. A fi::al me6iu1r confirmlng the rmportance of the
information onthis page shouldreinforce yourthinking: I
read the other day ofa rrniversity class that suffered serious
fatlures in their end-of-year exams. It was discovered tlat
the reading 11s1 sf shapters rn ther basic text referred to the
latest edition of it. ln this issue, the author had completely
qhanged the sequence of chapters, Many of the students
used an earlier edition not having been advised ofthe need
to replace ther textbook. As a result, they read some
chapters which were not set, others which were irrelevant
and by the time the bell rang, confusion urstead of
enlightenment, reigned. But, aworse crime was committed.
Neitherthe publishernor the authormentionedthe ch2nges
in the BIBLIOGRAPHICAL page ofthe new edition. The
tutor concerned, throughout the entire year, only stated
vocally, "Read chapter number such-and-such".

7. DEDICATION
By custom, this is always on the first recto page after the
title-page. Some great printers, Morris for instance, not
only sited the DEDICATION wherever it suited hrs layout
but he sometimes allocated the title-page to the left of an
opening. Nowadays, an autior is satisfied to offer the
book, "To firy dear wife Joan" and leave the matter there.
Earlier DEDICATIONS were offered to "Zeus", "The
Glory of $od" or "To my brave comrades of the 12th
La n cers " . O ft en the author rnc luded a Shakespeare sonnet.
I have seen many that quoted six or seven lengthy passages
from other texts which conflrmed or denied the author's
thesis or are Just plain hearrwarming.

8. CONTENTS
My latest reference places the CONTENTS page here.
Earlier designers placed the PREFACE and the
INTRODUCTION first. But since the table of CONTENTS
must list both of those matters, then it is logical tha the
CONTENTS be next and that it lists all the prefaces,
introductions, chapter headings, indexes, appendices: in
fact, every part of the author's contribution to the book.
Early books, ofcourse, did not have such inclusions, only
the very best rncluded a brief INDEX.

The list ofcontents shouldbe clearly expressed so that the
browser is atfracted to buy or borrow the book from scanntng
it. Some novels as well as technical works actually ltrclude
short resumes ofthe contents and purpose of each chapter.

9. ILLUSTRATIONS
This should include every illustration in the book, not
merely the plates. Some texts are illustrated on almost
every page. Some include maps in a wallet at the back of
the book. It is, today, often printed on the verso of the

CONTENTS page. It is not unusual to discover a caption
readi:rg "His Royal Highness the Duke of Gloucester",
under aphotograph of King Edward the Seventh posing rn
Balmoral Park with a sporting gun and his right foot restlng
on the head ofone ofthe royal cows tbat had been quite
contentedly grazing until the royal entourage nmed up and
shot it. Certai:rly, no illustration is in shorter supply than a
good map: 'good'map merns an easily rnterpreted one.

10. INTRODUCTORYMATTER
This includes such items as: PREFACE, FOREWORD
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and/or INTRODUCTION. They are written after the text
is completed. A FOREWORD, PREFACE or PREFAT-
ORY NOTE was intended as an approval from a dignitary
of the work and its author. The type was often set large,
widely spaced and given such prominence to flatter its
writer. Sometimes one or all three were set i:r italics or
variant styles of typeface.

Properly, the PREFACE was a short note from the author
of the book to establish a principle in its composition or to
cement a prefatory understa:rding between the author and
the reader before the latter began readiag; e.g. a well-
known traveller visited Ireland and described the visit after
storms and tempests had reduced the Emerald Isle to a near
wasteland. He, the author, almost died from pneumonia.
Both of these vital facts he stated, colourfirlly, in a
PREFACE afterbis book was written.

The INTRODUCTION, however, is something very
different. Frequently, afterthe wntrng was completed, the
author wrshed to add an amended view or perspective of
the arguments used in the main thesis. Today, writers as
well as publishers cannot be allowed that touch of amat-
eurism. lnstead, the text, in proof form, is oHen given to
a notable expert and their review ofthe finished text serves
as both a useful introduction to the work and an
advertisement orpromotion ofthe complete book. Its only
siting must be immediately before the text. The margins
and fouat used should be identical with the text. Some
INTRODUCTIONS are very detailed and as such, may be
very welcome. Others are, simply, boring.

11. ERRATA
If errors have been made in the makrng of the book, then
the producers should accept fi.rll responsibility and print
them onto a prelim page so that

(a) the list is not lost, and
(b) they are discoveredbythe readerbefore the book
is read. Only too frequently this list was hrdden amoog
the END-MATIER. Such slips of paper randomly
placed are easily lost.

THE TEXT
This begins on the recto. It is headed by a short title called
the DROPDOWN and cortmences about a third (or more)
down the page.

END.MATTER OR APPENDICES
Properly, additional matt€r added to ft6 6ain text but
included in thefirst prinnng should, logically, be entitled
APPENDICES i.e. items which hang from the main body
of the text. By their nature, extra to the corpus, but
important to i1s flmsti6n i n g, the y are oft en de scnbed by A,
B, C and D. They consist of notes, glossaries, additional
illustrations, maps and so on. There is no traditionel order.

Since there is no consistent order for them, they should be

carefully noted when pulling the text prior to rePair and

restoration. Prelims have a methodically based order, as

described. ln older books, SUPPLEMENTS were added to
avoid the resetting of a new edition and pages of
ADVERTISEMENTS were also common listing the
publisher's other wares.

4
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However, this textual, supplementary matenal except the
ADVERTISEMENTS should b€ i$erted before the INDEX
and listed therein as well as tncluded in the CONTENTS.
Some authorities have listed the APPENDICES among the
END-MATTER as though they are a significant entity ln
themselves. Not so, APPENDICES are the END-
MATIER, all of it.

The fust APPENDIX should be the author's NOTES or
FOOTNOTES if not included rn the text (which is a far
better place for them). However, some "foot" notes are so
comprehensive as to not fit into the feet of any book. If a
SUPPLEMENT to the text is necessary, it should follow
the NOTES.

Lists of ABBREVIATIONS should nowhere be necessary
but ifdeemed essential, then they should follow. Then the
GLOSSARY, an essential part of any technical work and
rarely satisfactory in any that I have read rn a lifetime of
reading.

TI{E BIBLIOGRAP}IY can be variously desiped. The
most professisnal fsrn is ameticulous listing ofevery oral
and written source used by the author in the writing and
research of the work. Another style may be looser and
rnclude other works for frrther reading; there may even be
comments on the differing values of those works listed
with special recommendations as well as condemaations.
Older books oftenlistthe author's otherworks here, before
the iNDEX. Until the page-proof stage of the printing hnd
been arrived at, the INDEX c2nnot be successfully
completed. Today, many publishers treat the INDEX as

churlishly as a GLOSSARY and since only the
PUBLISHER'S READER or HOUSE EDITOR actually
reads the MS from cover to cover, then we may only expect
puny INDEXES. They are useful in many novels and
essential in any non-fiction work but in technical books,
they should be professional Iy composed and always treated
seriousiy.

ADVERTISEMENTS of the publisher's other books may
or may not be included but if they are, they go into the very
last pages. They are often pnnted in large quantities, on
coloured, cheap paper for final inclusion in all or any ofthe
publisher's products.

On the final page of the book is the COLOPHON, although
I have found it on the last page of the text. As stated above,
it used to be the sip of the premises where the printer
worked e.g. "At the sip of the Bodley Head". This was
and is accompanied by a device showi:rg Bodley's head or
Shakespeae's cr wboever. The publisher has abscmded with
this andmade itthe rdennt/ing badge ofhis hor:se, his brmd

Most elaborately, it details onthe last blankth at urunediately
follows the last page of text: the publisher's device, and
the address ofthe publishing office ofthe edition, and add-
resses offcneip bnanches ofeither or both publisher or pnnter.
No cmeaccusomedtopullingbmks, old andnew, Sould show
much srrprise at the looseness of the above placements of
APPENDICES. I have before me several thousand books ard I
have sought examples in a few hurdred of them. Diftrences
abo.'nG differences though,are muchless seriousthen omissions.
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BIBLIOGRAPHY
Having said what I've sard, what remains to be sard here?
I will skip a formal layout and restrict these remarks to
personal recommendations for a broader readership. Books
about books are published in very small editions. They are
highly collectable for that reixon and.onlinually improve
their value because ofit.

Many excellent references are now O/P: others have been
repnnted. Very recently, Oak Knoll Press in the USA
reprinted CARTER, McKERROW as well as BOWERS
and moderately priced, too. MIDDLETONTS textbooks
are outstandingly good: in fact, indispensable. But for
anyone who is even mildly interested in the reading,
printing, binding, history and, most of all, the preservation
of "the book", then I recommend this short-list ofreferences
which should be on every bookbinder's, conservator's and
restorer's shelves. Copies ofthis listmight be coylypassed
to your close friends and family who seek suitable gifts for
your birthdays and Christmas. Your bookseller will be
able to order them all ftom overseas.

Although I wouldlikemore onthe history ofcraft andtrade
bookbinding in it, McMURTRIE'S, The Book, is an out-
standing work with a breadth that few of us have or will
ever acquire. The UK edition was publisbed by OUP but now
the only one tbat I know, m pnnt, is Dorset Press, New York.

One very close tomyheart, abedside bookifthere everwas
one, is BOWER'S, Pinciples of Bibliographical Des-
ciption. This mainlydeals with olderbooksand techniques
but the prose is of the highest order. O ak Knoll Press have
just reprinted it.

The latest and best, with a modem chnical approach, is the
new edition of GASI(ELL'S I New Introduction to
Bibliography (OUP). Philip Gaskell, one of the world's
very best authorities (though skimpy on Prelims), con-
centrates on bibliography today; it is excellent and finely
edited: a rare attraction in today's books.

Another book which I've bad for ma:ry years, although
mostly read for its original readership, is CARTER'S
ABC of Book Collecting. John Carter was an eminent
book-dealer and an outstanding bibliographer: tlis little
qutck reference work will be rnvaluable to you. Agafur,
refer to Oak Knoll Press for the very latest (7th) edition.

f inn I ly, WILLIAMSON'S beautifully produced and won-
derfully comprehensive Methods of Book Deslgn, is full
of all sorts of useful material, impeccably composed and
published. There is a sewn soft-covered edition by OUP.

Five fine books; don't leave home without them.

NOTE: The NSW Guild regularly receives catalogues
from Oak Knoll Press. These are available forperusal in
the NSW Guild's library situated in the R alph Lewis lYork-
shop. Catzlogues set out vanous items for purchase about
books on books, bookbinding, book illustrating and many
other topics about books. Ed.
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NOTES ON MY WORK AT THE HUNTII.{GTON LIBRARY,
SAN MARII{O, CALIFORNIA

Daphne Lera of the NSIV Guild of Craft Bookbinders shares with us her expeiences in the work she performed at this
famous library. The library established by Henry E Huntington (1850 - 1927), who was the nephew of thefamous Collis
P Huntington, was one of thefounders of the Southern Pacific Railroad. Henry not only devoted several years developing
the extensive networkofrailways but he was also a born collector, mainly of bool<s, paintings and horticultural specimens.
In 1902, he purchased the San Maino ranch and set about building the library and art gallery as well as developing the
garderc. Henryretiredfromtherailroadinl90Sandtogetherwithhiswife(formerlyMaryAlicePrenriceofSacramento)
who was also a collector of boolcs and arworl<s, devoted more time to his library collection. Like other book collectors,
hewas attracted atfirstto the arts of boolonakingincluding pinting, illustrating and binding, and he commissioned agents
to seekout and purchase rare books and whole libraries around the world, thereby developing one ofthe world's greatest
histoical repositories of US and English history, science and literature. The Hunrington cwrently holds some 670,000
book titles, 2% million manuscripts, over 225,000 pints, films and other items.

ROM JANUARY TO JLINE 1994, I worked with
MariaFredenck m the book conservation laboratory
at the Huntington Library, Los Argeies. This is one

of the great research libraries tn the worid, and getttng a
reader's card to use its facilities is a passport to some of the
rarest books still in existence. Twice a week, I would drive
the forty or so miles from Beverly Hills to San Marino,
along the freeway system, through the urban sprawl and
the smog out to this beautiful and exclusive a.rea next to
Pasadena. The Huntington is not only a library, but also a
botanic garden. or more accurately, gardens, for it is a

wonderfi.rl series of gardens ilcluding an Australian garden,
a spectacular cactus garden, and a Japanese garden w'ith a
perfeoIapanese I9th centuryhouse intraditional wood, to
only mention three. Visitors come from ail overthe world
to visit the library and the gardens.

lnside the library building, staff walk along carpeted
corridors, the lighting is subdued, and the walls are hung
with wonderful painti:rgs and watercolours. There is good
security; our bags were checked entering and leavrng, and
we had to wnte our time rn and out in a register at the main
reception area. This area and throughout the buiiding is
beautifirlly furni she d with antique fumiture giving a feeling
of tradition and comfort. A great deal of work is done for
the Hurtington by volunteers. Bevies of these dedicated
people amve daily to workinthe gardens mostly a:rda few,
as I did, to work in other areas. The earthquake ofJanuary
1994 caused some damage to parts of the library, mainly
cracking aiong the walls.

I had wntten to Maria that I was particularly interested in
manuscripts of the 13th and l4th century. I was able to

Aeial view of the Huntington Library, Art Collections and Botanical Garderc. From left to ight
are the Virginia Steele Scott Gallery, the Huntington Gallery, the Huntington Library and the

entrdnce Pavillion. Photo from a Huntington Library postcard.
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have some fruitful discussions with the paper conservation
laboratory there and also with the manuscripts curators,
both at the Huntington and at the J Paul Getty Museum at
Malibu. Whilst at the Huntington, I worked on compiling
a report a:rd survey of the Burton library. This is the entue
library belonging to Sir Richard and Lady Isobel Burton,
whrch the Huntington now holds, and the survey that
Maria and I did was to ascertain its conservation
requirements. Given tbat there were over 3000 books,
parnphlets and other ephemera, this was a big undertaking.
We descended into the basement stacks and there we
moved slowly but surely along the shelves; I taking out the
books and calli:rg out the description oftheir condition and
the work required as well as the approximate time needed
to complete the work and Maria, wittr her laptop poised on
her knees, typed the data into a special programme which
she had created for the project.

The routine work, repai-rs and such is undertaken by a
binder, Leonid, who has a lifetime' s experience. He works
from morning to night si:rce he has a son to put through
medicai school, a notoriously iong and expensive training
in the USA.

Whilst I was there, the Ellesmere Chaucer project got
underway. This manuscript of the Canterbury Tales, or.e
of the fi-nest in existence, is dated between 1400 and 1410,
and is considered by Chaucer scholars to be the best
rendition of the Tales. James Thorpe in his rnformative
bcnk G ifts of Genius, Tre as ur es of t he Huntington Li br ary,
1980 opens lus essay on the Eliesmere ma:ruscript with the
following:

"Chaucer's Canterbury Tcles is the geatest English
literary achievement of the entire medievd penod.
The Ellesmere Manuscript is a pnme authority for
the text of I[ e Canterbury Tales,anditis thought to
be the most beautr-fiI literary manuscript ofits period,
or perhaps ofany period."

A:rthony Cai:rs was brought from Dublin to do the work of
removing the existing fuviere binding and prepare the
folios for photogaphy. A facsimile ofthe manuscnpt was
to be made and then the origr:ral was to be rebound by Tony
Cains at a later date. Initially, my role was unclear; would
I even be permitted ino the room where the work was berng
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undertaken? I had no idea and the security was tight.
However, Mana telephoned me and said that I could come
along and see what the general feeling was. Since I was not
a member of the staff, she could promise me nothing more.
With some apprehension, I arrived and having met Tony
Qain5 6a a number of previous occasions , was warmly
greeted by him. I was given a stool to sit on opposite hlm
and across the workbench. I could see everything perfectly
that was going on aad so I began taking notes. From that
moment on, I became the official note-taker.

I had foundmyselfarole and I wasthere daily writing down
everythmg that happened, the development of the work
flow and the technicd conversations which took place.
People came and went, visiting VIP's came to inspect this
important work being executed ard they were in awe of the
beauty of each folio of the manuscript as well as the
efficient and delicate work being done by Tony. Any
question was fielded by him with courtesy and enormous
knowledge rn spite of the fact that he had a tight schedule
to work to.

f inally, the leaves of the manuscript had been taken dowl,
cleaned along the sprne folds and collated. Many areas
were inspected through the brnocular microscope and a
great many decisions were made regarding the manufacture
of the parchment, and the flakrng pigments, etc. I gave
Tony a copy of the notes which he took back to Dublin. I
have since seen him at the Conference at Oxford where he
said that he would be returning to the Huntmgton to
complete the work. Naturally, the folios had to be
photographed for the facsimile edition in the interim-

On lst June, I departed Los Angeles for Sydney where I
returned tomyworkshop enriched bymy experiences at the
Huntiagton. I am indebted to Maria Fredericks for giving
me access uot only to the work but also to the legendary
American hospitality.

Additionai informationmay be obtained from the Hunting-
ton publication by SCHAD, Robert Oliver: Henry
Edwards Huntington. The Founder and the Library.
33pp with photographs; reprinted 1946. One of the
photographs shows a page from the Ellesmere Chaucer.

CONTRIBUTIONS ARE NEEDED FOR MOROCCO BOAND
HERE IS ALWAYS apressrng need forthe contri-
bution ofarticles for publicati on in Moro cco B ound.
Articles can be about any book related subject:

whether about binding practices and methods, tools and
equipment, conservation and restoration, attendances at
conferences and seminars, visit to the brndery of a notable
personelity. Or an interestrng item that you yourself may
have worked upon or an article that you may have read rn
another j oumal. The subj ects need not be re stricted to these.

However, if you are doubtfirl about the suitability of an art-
icle, by all means, please contact the editor for guidence.

Diagrams, sketches and photographs to accompany arti-
cles are particularly welcome. Photographs whether BW
or colour should be very clear, be in focus and bave good
contrast. Sketches aad diagrams need not be perfect - these
can be re-drawn ifnecessary for reproduction.

FOR SALE
TYPE FOR BLOCKING in foundry metal and mono-
type, over 75 fonts, 6 to 72pt. Catalogues avaiiable from
Michael Mathew, I Metzler Place, GORDON NSW 2072

Telephone (02) 498 3522.
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CARE AI{D PROTECTION OF PHOTOGRAPHS

HOTOGRAPIIY EVOLVED about the 1 840s using
a variety of processes, but black and white
photography as we now know it developed over the

years from the 1870s becoming increasingly better access-
ible and commercially viable using silver bromide
emulsions which, when processed after an exposure, gave
a silver precipitate on a medium to produce the image or
photograph. Unformnately however, heed was not always
paid to the necessity for ue complete removal of the
residual chemrcals used dunng the photogaphic processing
thus resulting in the deterioration of a great many photo-
graphs. This canbe easilyseen bythe brownsurface spots
orthe silvery sheen on those black areas ofthe photograph.

Early postcards and family portrarts should ideally be
removed from those old Victonan style albums despite
their beautifirlly ornate decorations as the pages consisted
of acid paper and the photographs be stored in MylarrM
envelopes or be mounted on acid free archival paper or in
proper archival albums. If one so desired, these Victorian
aibum s could be disbound and the paper pages be chemi cally
buffered in a [mewater solution (refer to Adnenne Allen:
Limewater Washing of Paper Pages. Morocco Bound,
November 1994).

Archival preservation materials may be costly to purchase
in the fust instance but such costs may be justified when
compared to the values ofthe antique photographs. Unique
subjects depicted on early photographs and postcards if
deemed collectable (and there are a great many numbers of
such collectors) can be very expensive to acquire. Treatnent
to remove residu.l chemicals from old photographs thereby
stabilising them is not easy; the simplest method is to have
such photos copied either by employing re-photographing
tech:riques (which can be expensive) or by colour
photocopyrng (which is much less expensive). Surprisingly
often, the quality and contrast ofthe resultant copy can be
far superior to that of the onginal photograph.

Early photographic negatives were onginally made on
glass plates then on cut film sheets consistrng ofcellulose
niffate which is an unstable and highly inflammable
material. Nitrate fiIm which has liqgsfis6 or has weeped
is extemely hazardous. Many years later, safety cut and
roll films made from cellulose acetate was employed.
Glass will eventually "devitrifu" or break down into a
powderwhiie cellulose nitrate wrll decompose all together
and the early acetate safety fiims do gradually become
brittle and deteriorate. It is suggested that photographs
made on these materials should be reprtnted onto modern
photographic materials while the opportunity is still
avulable; the glass or acetate materials being stored in
archival conditions whrie the cellulose nitrate material be
given to aa approved institution for disposal.
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Modern black and white photographs employ a high
quaiity rag paper or altematively, a laminated polyethelene
base while colour photographs now exclusively use a
polyethelene base. The use of such material togetherwith
modern photographic processing ensures that none ofthe
processing chemicals remein residual therern. As with the
early type of photographs, the use of archivd storage
materials and albums is just as important. After all, the
cost of modern colour photography is not reatly all that
cheap so the expense of usrng good storage matenals and
albums can be justified. Some ofthe largerphoto processing
shops often stock a range of suitable acid free types of
albums which may satisff your particular needs.

It is recommended that photographs and albums be stored
in sturdy, acid free storage boxes on metal shelves i:r a
clean, cool, dry environmentwhere changes in temperature
and humidity will be minimal. Never store in anics or
basements. Do not use albums of the "magnetic" type
(actually, these are electrostatic). These albums are
manufactued from highly acidic materials and adhesives
and the polyvinyl chloride (PVC) transparent page sheets
used accelerate the deterioration ofthe photogtaphs placed
in them. The first five years of a photograph is the ttme
when most damage to the image is likely to occur. The
pages of these albums will quickly oxidise the photo
image, the "magnetic" adhesive will attack both the photo
image chemistry and paper support to which the image is
attached and the PVC produces small amounts of chlorine
which bleachesthe photogaphic colourdyes. The damage
may not be apparent to the naked eye and can take a few
yean to appearbut unforrunarely, the damage is irreversible.
Should you do nothing else, carefully remove your
photo$aphs from these albums as quickly as possible and
discard the albums.

Lastly, why not identify your photos? It is quite a simple
matter to write in soft black pencil on the backs of paper
photos recording sufficient information such as the fulI
names ofpeople, places, events and dates. ln future years,

this detaiied information will be most usefrrl to researchers
and genealogists who wrll most likely appreciate your
carefrrl and painstaking efforts in the recording of this in-
formation. Do not use ball point pens which will indent the
photo due to the writing pressure applied and aqueous type
inks are not recommended as these may bleed through the
paper. For plastic based photos, use a special fine felt
tipped marking pen ofthe,4 rtlineZ1lrM or Mars Lumocolor
313rM types; these pens are qurck drytng and will wnte on
almost any type of surface whereas pencil or other types of
pens will offset or scuffoff. Your photo collection will be-
come more meantngful irrespective of whether you are a

very good or just an ordixa-ry photographer.
John R Newland.
Birchgrove, NSW.

Many articles have appeared in this and other journals about the treatment and preservation of paper materials in bool<s
and documents against acid attack. The care and protection ofyourfamily photographs, scenes, histoical events orjust
those holiday snaps together with their negatives can be just as important. Many people will claim that they are not good
photographers at all and will often disregard the proper care of their photograpls. Given time, their photographic
treasures will similarly deteriorate and those particular instants "frozen in time" will eventually disappearforever. The

following notes give a few simple hints to care for your photos and to prolong their lives.
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June McNic ol of the Queensland Bookbinders' Guild Inc ias submitted this article to assist those who experience
dfficulties in blocking titles or other gilt decorations to spines. June goes on to say that, unless you are an expert, or get
a lot ofpractice in gold tooling, the decoration ofa leather spine can be fraught with much mental agony because one
slip will ruin the whole binding. As she professes tohave neither, she has evolved this unconventional way of removing
much of the stress, even though traditional bookbinders may be horrified!

MOROCCO BO(IND

A COWARD'S WAY WITH SPINES

HIS METHOD APPLIES to hdf and quarterbound
books and to old books which require new spines. I
haven't tried it on full bindings but it should work,

though it would be a bit more fiddly.

The secret is to tool the
spine before you put it on
the book. I prepare the
book as for a traditional
spine with headband and a
good firm tube spine and
pare the leather as usual,
making sure it will be a
good fit. I then cutapiece
of paper exactly the same
size as the tube spine and
glue it well in the correct
position to the flesh side
of the leather using PVA/
paste mix.

I put the spine leather on a
larger sheet of paper and
mark the head, tail and

joint edges by lifting the leather to see the edges of the
paper. I then tape the leather fi.rmly to the paper, makrng
sure the tape is only on the areas of leather which will later
be hidden in case it "picks" the surface.

With the construction lines now available, it is easy to
mea.sure up for bands, panels, centre tools, etc and also put
the title in with a blocking press. It is much easier workilg
on the flat than on a rounded spine aad, if you do make a
horrible mistake like blocking the title 20mm too high, just
start again with another piece of leather.

To put the leather on the book, prepare the flaps only as for
traditional binding with water and paste and when they are
ready, give both the paper lining and the outside of the tube
spine a good coat of PVA/paste mix. Superimpose the
paper lined leather exactly over the spine and rub down
well under paper. Do not proceed until you are satisfied
that the leather is well stuck to the spine, then put down the
sides and turn-in the head and tail as usual.

I haven't tried this method for false rarsed bands which
wouldhave to be glued to thepaperbefore glueing the leather
onas I can foresee problemswithaneat finishoverthe bands.

BINDINGS FOR THII{ BOOKS

June McNic ol of the Queensland Bookbinders' Guild lnc has provided some further methods for the binding of thin
bool<s which can be of particular benefit to some binders. It is relatively easy to round and back a bookwhich is at least
I1mmthick, but thinner books do present problems to which there arevaious solutions, depending onwhether they consist
ofsingle pages orfolded sections.

SINGLE SECTIONS

Method A.

The srmple solution here is not to round and back, but to
side-sew, about 3mm from the back edge, tip on the
endpapers to the back edge and s€t the boards about 6mm
from the back. Make a case just with the boards and cloth
and glue the cloth firmly to the protruding bit of the book
block.

This is a very simple, functional binding but it does look
a bit like a cheap 'departnental' report.

I

V

5mm
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Method B.
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Side sewing

An improved version of A can be made by including a hard
spine, often made from the same material as the boards.
The width of the spine liner should not be more than that
ofthe biockplus one board, otherwise, forsome mysterious
non-euclidean reason, the sprne when covered will be
thicker than fts rest of the book.

Because the pages are still side-sewn, it is a fairly rigid
spine, so allow a reasonably large groove or else the board
will foul the spine piece when opened aJld will not open to
the necessary 180". Also, make sure the cloth is pushed
well into the groove. One advantage ofthis method, apart
from looking better, is that the spine can be titled.

Method C.

Depending on the flexibility ofthe paper and the thickness
of the block, it may be possible to back the btock. After
side-sewing, glue the exposed edges aud when dry,
cautiously try backing with the hammer.

If the pages separate, fill i:r the longitudinal gaps with
lengths of glued, thin s61t. It is advisable to glue
headbands to the head and tail afterthis to cover up the ends
of the string. Line the back with kraft paper and sand
smooth before covering in the usual way.

FOLDED SECTIONS I
l

Method D.

A thin So6k sften consists of a srngle section and it should
be sewn along the fold using five holes. Proceed as in
Methods A or B above, wrthout of course, side sewrng.

Method E.

\ Fold"d
endpaper

Stub binding is another useflrl way of binding a single
section, parricularly if it has to be removed from the cover
in later life. Cut enough pieces of good paper I 00mm wide
tobe exactlythe samethickness asthe sectionwhen folded
and to the same length. Wrap these around the section and
sewthem all together as in Method D above. Fold the exta
pieces back to form a stub. Mark a line I Omm from the fold
and side-sew all along. Trim the surplus stub a little more
thnn &g depth of the joint away from the fold, glue the cut
edge and back as in Method C above. Proceed as for a
normai sass linding.

F.-l

I
-r

I !, ' ti./
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Method F.

Method G.

This method results in a rounded spine. Measure the
thickness (/) of the boards very carefully. Make an
endpaper 20mm wider than the section, fold it, then mark
offthe tbree lines at distances t as shown.

Fold up on these lines to form a little shelf and glue the
sides together. Repeat for the other endpaper and tip both
these onto the sewn sectiou, a little back from the fold.

Fill the gap between the shelf and the fold with glued stnng
and mould into shape. Line with paper and sand smoothly
to make a good rounded back. Trim the foredge ofthe end-
papers then proceed with a normal binding.
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This methodis similarto MethodF above but is usedwhere
there is a small number of thin sections, say 3 or 5.

Care firlly measure the thickness (/) of the boards and fold
the outer sections out by this arnount. Sew the sections in
the normal way, but leave quite a bit of thread at the kettle
stitch to allow for the distance between the folds. Tip the
sections together and when dry, fiU in the grooves with
glued string which will have to be threaded under the
kettle stitch. Mould to shape, line with paper and allow to
dry thorougHy before msding smooth.

The above methods are only given in brief outline and
linings, tapes, endpapers, headbands, etc should be applied
where necessary.

BOOK REVIEW

THE OXFORD COMPANION TO THE
DECORATTVE ARTS
Edited by Harold Osborne

Reprinted with corrections 1991

tl- tilS SOLID PAPERBACK of 865pp is denselypacked
I wrth ia-formative articles about all mAnner of decor-

ative arts, defined by Osborne as "those arts which are
made to serve a practical purpose but are nevertheless
prized for the quality of their worlananship and beauty of
their appearance." (page v).

The book production topics included are:
Bookbinding, bookcovers, book illustation, book
jackets, book papers (decorated), full ofdescnptions
of techniques, book plates, fore-edge painting, pri-
vate press movement, typography, vellum and parch-
ment.

There is also a long article on Leathercraft. This starts with
ft6 r^nning process and goes on through other processes

such as cutting and assembling learher goods. A good deal
of historical detail is included.

An interesting section gives the history of papiermache as
a decorative art. Complex and over omamented by the
\,/i616fians, it seems to have lapsed into obscurity agarn. It
looks to be a possible way to make modelled book boards.

A curious feature is the list of contibutors in one of ttre
early pages, experts all. Nowhere are the articles they
wrote identified even by initials. Of course the earnest
student witl be able to dip into other articles on, for
example: glaqs, 6nsgls, jewellery and lastly zwischen-
goldglas, a double walled glass technique with the decora-
tion on ftg inngl vessel.

My copy from Abbey's Bookshop, York St, Sydney priced
ars42.95.

Adrienne dlen.
Mortdale, NSW.
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CONTEMPORARY DESIGNER
BOOKBINDERS

An Illustrated History
The Oleander Press is inviting the world's most
distinguished bookbinders and book artists to contribute
free of charge to anew illustrateddirectory, Contemporary
Designer Bookbinders, for publication in 1995.

Two facing pages will be dedicated to each of a selected
number of significant contempora.ry designer bookbinders
and book artists to make ther work better known to an
rnternational public and to raise the profile of designer
bookbinrling. Participants, without any obligation to
purchaqe the book, are rnvited to send the following details
to fill an area l70mm high x l lOmm wide on a total area
2l0mm high x 150mm on each of two pages. Texts may
be in English or French.

1. One colour transparency showing yourself with a
selection of your bindings.

2. One colour ffansparency ofone major binding showing
boards and spine either full out or at an angle. Describe
the binding materials in fuII, colours, title, author,
publisher, date of publication and date of binrling, size
and collection where the binding may be seen.

3. Brief curriculum vitae with name, address, date ald
place of birth and career details to a maximum of 250
words.

4. Brief aesthetic statement about your aims, intentions
and achievements to a maximum of 300 words.

5. A sigped and dated note: 'I hereby gant reproduction
rights in illustrations and texts submitted for
C ontemporary Designer B ookbin ders to The Oleaader
hess worldwide'.

AIl contnbutions should be sent to Philip Ward, Editor,
The Oleander Press, 17 Stensgate Ave, CAMBRIDGE
CBz 2QZ UK as early as possible. The Oleander Press

cannot retum transDarencies or texts, nor guarantee that
your work will be inciuded, nor answer correspondence.
Price per book will be L20 Stg (plus packing and freight)
r,.o to 30 Ju:re 1995 and 130 per copy thereafter.

WORKSHOP ON MINIATURES

A workshop on miniatures wiil be given by John Tonkin
in Canberra on the Easter weekend - 15, 16, 17 Aprii.
Participaats will design, bind and decorate a miniature i:r
leather in the simplified style. Cost S 150 hsluding mate-
nals. For further detarls, contact John on (06) 295 9275
after 14 February 1995.

MOROCCO BOUND

NEWS AND EVENTS
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LEATHER SPLITTING

Suzy Braun of the NSW Guild is again willing to organi5s
another batch of leather for splitting for i:rterested binders.
Splitting to be done by the firm of Reynolds Leather and
Haldcrafts of 13-17 Wilson St Botany, wril be to a
thickness of between 0.7 and 0.Smm.

Leather should be delivered to the Guild's workshop at the
Writers' Centre, Rozelle Hospital or if sent by post, to be
addressed P O Box lll0, Rozelle NSW 2039. Whether
sending by post or deliveri:rg by hand, parcels should be
labelled ATTENTION: S BRAUN and to reach the
workshop by 30th April.

Leatherpieces shouldbe no widerthan 355mm (l4inches),
should not be wavy or stretchy and if stiff, should be welt
boarded to prevent damage during splitting. Suzy hes
kindly offered to repack pieces for collection or to des-
patch COD those to be posted. Individual invoices will be
ilcluded il each parcel. Thank you again, Suzy.

MORE ON MOULDS IN BOOTS

Further to the report about the mould attack at the library
repository of the Umversity of Sydney (Morocco Bound,
Vol 15, No 4 - November 1994), some reports have been
published in The Abbey Newsletter (USA) indicating the
serious affects that certainmoulds have upon human heaith.

Librarians and archivists who work with old books can be
exposed to a variety of moulds and other micro-organisms
some of which are chronic, others fatal. Anyone could be
affected whether or not persons were previously suscepti-
ble to the orgnni5p. It would seem tbat very few precau-
tions had been taken in several US institutions to minimise
exposure of personnel to such risks. Many cases of
illnesses were difficult to diagnose because the initial
symptoms often resembled the flu. The weanng of face
masks was not recommended as they offered little protec-
tion as well as bei:rg uncomfortable; people who suffered
such illnesses were recommended 1e shange jobsl

A further deveiopment in this saga is the lodgement of a
$400 million class-action lawsutt brought againsl fts Nlsw
York lvluseum of Contemporary Art by eleven employees
because of ahighlytoxic blackmodd- Stachybotrys ata-
which was discovered in the sub-basement of their burld-
ing. During the Cold War, NATO and West Germany were
developing an antidote for this particular mould believing
that it was one of the Soviet Union's biological weapons,
but they were unsuccessfrrl. There is no antidote nor cure.
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